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QUESTION 1

What capability should an Integration Architect consider if there is a need to synchronize data changed in Salesforce to
a 3rd party with a JSON-based API endpoint? 

A. Use an outbound Message with the record\\'s data. 

B. Use lightning connect to save the data to an external object. 

C. Use an Apex class to perform the REST callout asynchronously. 

D. use the REST API with the content-Type headerset to "JSON." 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) would like to provide near real-time updates on their customer-facing external portal when a
Sales Manager approves a new feature that is recommended by a customer. UC has no middleware, and the portal
exposes a REST API therefore, UC is considering a custom-built system process to handle the integration. 

What is the recommended approach for the custom-built system process to retrieve updates in near real-time? 

A. Leverage a related push topic that pushed information to the portal client. 

B. Leverage a Streaming API client to subscribe to the related push topic. 

C. Leverage Canvas to send information to the portal whenever an idea is voted on. 

D. Leverage an outbound message to the portal whenever an idea is voted on the saved. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Only authorized users are allowed access to the EBS and the Enterprise DMS. Customers call Customer Support when
they need clarification on their bills. Customer Support needs seamless access to customer billing information from the
E and view generated bills from the DMS. 

Which three authorization and authentication needs should an integration consultant consider while integrating the DMS
and ESB with Salesforce? Choose 3 answers 

A. Users should be authorized to view information specific to the customer they are servicing without a need to search
for customer. 

B. Identify options to maintain DMS and EBS authentication and authorization details in Salesforce. 

C. Consider Enterprise security needs for access to DMS and EBS. 

D. Consider options to migrate DMS and EBS into Salesforce. 
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E. Users should be authenticated into DMS and EBS without having to enter username and password. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers has Logistics Engineers that observe a near real-time dashboard in Salesforce of shipping
containers that are in transit. Without leaving the dashboard, an Engineer can select a container to request an updated
status on that container. These requests are handled by a proprietary shipping system that queues the requests to send
to each container. Containers are connected devices and check in with the shipping system every 30 seconds to receive
any status requests. 

What integration pattern or combination of patterns would be needed to connect Salesforce and the shipping system? 

A. UI Update Based on Data Changes and Batch Data Synchronization 

B. Remote Process Invocation-Fire and Forget, with UI Update Based on Data Changes 

C. Remote Call-In, with UI Update Based on Data Changes 

D. Remote Process Invocation-Request and Reply 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An Architect is asked to build a solution that allows a service to access Salesforce through the API. What is the first
thing the Architect should do? 

A. Create a new user with System Administrator profile. 

B. Authenticate the integration using existing Single Sign-On. 

C. Authenticate the integration using existing Network-BasedSecurity. 

D. Create a special user solely for the integration purposes. 

Correct Answer: D 
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